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This report was substantially revised in the spring of 2016. Some 

recommendations were removed. No recommendations were added. In our 2016 revision 
discussions a question was raised about honoring former Mayor David Cohen for his 
commitment to the NNHS building project; the committee discussed placing a plaque 
doing so in the lobby area. No consensus was reached on that question.  

 
The Committee that undertook the 2016 revisions was made up of the following people: 

 
Jonathan Bassett – History Department Chair, Newton Resident, NNHS Parent 
 
Rex Clark – Newton Resident  
 
Ted Everett – NNHS Parent 
 
Tom Giusti – P.E. Health & Wellness Chair, Athletic Director 
 
Laura Holt – NNHS Parent 
 
Dennis Klem – Math Teacher 
 
Max Kozlov – NNHS Student 
 
Michele Leong – English Teacher, Newton Resident, NPS Parent 
 
Cheryl Stover – NNHS House Secretary 
 
Todd Young – Fine & Performing Arts Department Chair 
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REPORT 
of the  

NEWTON NORTH HIGH SCHOOL 
NAMING COMMITTEE 

May, 2010 
REVISED SPRING 2016 

 
SECTION ONE: THE COMMITTEE, ISSUES WITH NAMING 

The naming committee of Newton North High School was convened in 
the fall of 2009, charged by the school committee with deciding what spaces in 
the new building would carry what names. The naming committee established 
an open process for soliciting suggestions for names in the new building, and 
publicized that process in faculty meetings at Newton North, on the Newton 
North website, and in an article in the Newton Tab.  School committee policy 
allows places to be named for geographical locations or people; people employed 
by the city of Newton are ineligible.  (The school committee policy is attached to 
this report.)  

The committee received suggestions over a period of months by email and 
in person.  All the suggestions were to name things after people; there were no 
geographical locations suggested.  The committee met three times during the 
spring to consider suggestions.  In between these spring meetings individual 
committee members researched names that had come forward and discussed 
them with members of the school community.  The committee chair drafted this 
report, which was circulated to the membership for consideration and feedback.  
Committee members were asked to sign or dissent from the final report. 

 
Over the course of our work, the naming committee became aware that 

naming places can be a problematic method of honoring people.  There are a 
number of reasons why this is true.  Most obviously, there are a limited number 
of appropriate places to be named, and they vary in size, location, and function.  
Our  committee quickly realized that there are many more people who have 
made significant contributions to Newton North than can possibly be honored 
with named spaces in the new building, and it was sometimes difficult to match 
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a person who we wished to honor with an appropriate space.  Another issue is 
one of timing.  Names that carry great personal significance at a particular 
moment in time can lose their meaning over the years, while names that have 
been in place for decades may become so established in the school community 
that changing them seems unthinkable.  The committee was thus faced with the 
challenge of balancing current and historical considerations in our 
recommendations.  And lastly, the naming committee acknowledges that our job 
is unavoidably political.  This is true because we serve a public school, and 
because we are moving to a new public school building.  Our recommendations 
will be reviewed by the school committee, and will doubtless draw comment, 
positive and negative, from the taxpayers whose dollars paid for the new 
building.  The politics of naming also exist on a more personal level.  People are 
complex. None of the people we recommend honoring is perfect, and no doubt 
there are members of the community who will disagree with some of our 
choices.  The committee’s recommendation of a particular name for a particular 
space represents our careful consideration of the letters and emails we have 
received, and the conversations we have had during our service. We thank all 
those who submitted suggestions.  Every suggestion we received was 
considered, and many were researched and discussed with present and past 
members of the school community.   

We are proud of our work, but we recognize that our role is only advisory. 
The school committee will vote on all of our recommendations.  We look forward 
to the public discussion that will be the next phase of this process.  

 
SECTION TWO: THE SALE OF NAMING RIGHTS 

The naming committee carried out its work according to school committee 
policy on naming.  At the time of our service, the school committee was 
considering the possible sale of naming rights as a way to raise money for the 
Newton Public Schools.  The naming committee has no official position on the 
selling of naming rights, and at the time of our work there was no stated school 
committee policy on this issue.  Therefore, our committee did not consider any 
commercial names during our deliberations. 
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SECTION THREE: HONORING LONG-SERVING FACULTY AND STAFF 

Because naming spaces is an inherently limited way of honoring people 
who have served Newton North, the naming committee recommends the 
creation of a memorial to all past principals, past housemasters, and faculty and 
staff who have served twenty years or more.  We imagine this memorial taking 
the form of a list of names with dates of service, that would be updated over 
time.   

The committee’s recommendation is that this memorial be placed in the 
main lobby of the new building.  The execution of this plan may be difficult and 
complicated, involving questions of design, fabrication, budget, et cetera.  
Organizing the actual construction and installation of the memorial is beyond the 
scope of the naming committee.  But we feel that such a memorial would be a 
fitting way to honor many people who have helped to make our school great, 
while also providing a sense of history and continuity between the three physical 
places that have been home to the several Newton High Schools and Newton 
North High School.  

We further recommend that everyone whose name is inscribed on the 
memorial, or whose name is given to a space in the new building, have a brief 
biography filed in the archive room in the library.  In the course of our work we 
learned details about many individuals whose names we have been familiar 
with, but whose lives we knew little about.  Maintaining a biography file in the 
library would allow future generations to easily find out why Cora Riley, Alfred 
Dickinson, and all the others whose names will be inscribed in the new building, 
are so honored. 

 
SECTION FOUR: NAMES TO CARRY OVER 

The Naming Committee decided early on that we would be pre-disposed 
to carry current names into the new building.  We believe that this will provide 
continuity and a sense of history to the new building, and will help to maintain 
the connections that alumni who graduated from the current building have with 
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their high school.  What follows is a list of named places in the current building 
that we recommend maintaining in the new building. 

 
Houses  
Adams House 
Barry House  
Beals House  
Riley House  
 
Athletic Facilities 
Alfred Dickinson Stadium 
Howard Ferguson Baseball Field  
George (Jessup) the Tiger 
Frank “Doc” Simmons Pool 
Reginald Smith Gymnasium 
 
Performing Arts Facilities 
Henry Lasker Auditorium 
 
Other Rooms and Spaces 
Robert Faulkner Copy Center 
David Phelan Language Lab 
Myra Trachtenberg Career Center 
Mary Waters International Café 
 

SECTION FIVE: NAMES TO TRANSFER TO MEMORIAL 
There are a number of names given to spaces in the current building that 

we recommend transferring to the memorial described in section three.  Each of 
these names meets the proposed criteria: they are all former principals or 
housemasters, or were faculty who served at least twenty years in the building.  
The spaces currently named for them either have no comparable counterparts in 
the new building, or are not commonly associated with the name in the current 
building, or both. 
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Francis Bacon (Bacon House, defunct) 
Edward Beatty (Library) 
Barbara Killion (Stairway) 
John Livingston (Stairway) 
Daniel Malia (Tiger’s Loft dining room) 
Irving Palmer (Palmer House, defunct) 
 

SECTION SIX: NAMES TO RETAIN ON PLAQUES 
There is a room named for Kit Ober in the current library.  Kit Ober was a 

psychology teacher during the 1970’s who served as acting chair of the History 
and Social Sciences department for a semester.  She was stricken with cancer and 
died in 1979 at the age of 33.  We recommend that a  memorial plaque be created, 
and that it be hung in the history & social sciences office, or in the library. 

At one time there was a memorial plaque for Tom Shaefer, an English 
teacher who was instrumental in the revival of the theater program at North, in 
the Little Theater.  That plaque has been lost.  We recommend that a replacement 
be created, and hung in the lobby of the performing arts wing of the new 
building. 

 
SECTION SEVEN: NEW NAMES 

Our recommendations are based on length and significance of service to 
Newton North, the match between the person and the space, and historical 
precedent for naming at North.  Some of the suggestions we received were for 
people who meet the qualifications for the memorial proposed in section three of 
this report, and who we think will be better remembered there.  Others were 
ineligible because they are currently employed by the city.  We received two 
suggestions to name spaces after former students or alumni.  This would be a 
significant innovation in practice that the committee does not feel is warranted at 
this time.  In section eight of this report we suggest exploring the possibility of 
memorializing students and alumni in an outdoor area near the art classrooms. 

 
Athletic Spaces & Facilities 
“The “Ucal McKenzie Bench” at the main entrance 
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Many students and alumni suggested naming “the soccer field” for Ucal 
McKenzie, a beloved soccer coach and guidance counselor who died suddenly in 
the spring of 2009.  As it happens, all of the athletic fields at the new North are 
multi-purpose fields, and will be used for soccer, field hockey, and lacrosse.  The 
committee recommends that a bench be placed outside the main entrance of the 
school within sight of the Walnut Street field in his memory. As a guidance 
counselor at North Mr. McKenzie was a supportive and reassuring presence for 
his students and his colleagues, and we feel that the symbolism of a comfortable 
bench near the front door would reflect this aspect of his contributions to the 
Newton North community. 

 
Fine and Performing Arts Spaces & Facilities 
“The Gary Elliott Lobby” 
Many alumni and parents of alumni suggested naming the theater or the 

lobby area in the new performing arts wing after Gary Elliott, long serving 
director of Theatre Ink.  Mr. Elliott taught in Newton for over thirty years, and 
led Theatre Ink for nearly a decade.  The committee recommends keeping 
“Lasker Auditorium” both in recognition of tradition and because that space is 
not a single-purpose theater, but is used for band and orchestra concerts as well.  
We recommend naming the lobby of the performing arts space “The Gary Elliott 
Lobby.”  This is a beautiful space just inside the separate entrance to the 
performing arts wing, and will be the central gathering place for audience 
members during the intermissions of plays in Lasker and the Little Theater. This 
vibrant place in the midst of our theaters is worthy of Mr. Elliott’s legacy at 
North.  

 
“The Richard Travers Music Room” 
Richard Travers taught music in Newton for thirty-four years.  Mr. 

Travers is a truly exceptional musician, and a gifted educator.  He has led 
generations of students in superlative concert experiences: under his direction 
Newton North students have performed for the Pope, premiered works by 
important composers, and traveled across the Eastern United States and Canada 
and throughout Europe.  Mr. Travers was the first winner of Newton North’s 
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Elicker Award for teaching excellence, and for students of his era he is the 
personification of choral music at North.  Naming the music room in the new 
building would be an appropriate way to honor Mr. Travers’ many 
contributions. 

 
Other Spaces 
“The Helen Smith Journalism Room” 
For over thirty years, Meserve Award winning English teacher Helen 

Smith was the Newtonite.  She advised the student newspaper and taught 
journalism in a relentless and demanding style befitting a craft with tight 
deadlines and a civic mission.  Her teaching and advising produced impressive 
results: not only was the Newtonite the winner of myriad awards, but many 
alumni of the paper have gone on to successful careers in journalism and media, 
and have credited Ms. Smith with teaching them their first and most important 
lessons in the field.  Ms. Smith was a crusader for freedom of the student press.  
She has traveled extensively in Eastern Europe and Africa, advising societies 
transitioning from repressive systems of government on the development and 
maintenance of independent media.  Ms. Smith insisted that the journalism 
classrooms in the current and new buildings be designed and used as true 
newsrooms, not as general purpose classrooms that could be used to put out a 
student paper.  This name would be a perfect way to honor her legacy at North.  
 

“The Monty Wells Chemical Stockroom” 
Monty Wells was an award-winning chemistry teacher who served thirty-

seven years at Newton North and was beloved by his students and colleagues.  
He was quite a character, whose hobby was working on and droving race cars.  
He died of cancer in 1998, at the age of 59.  The chemical stockroom in the science 
department would have been a place he felt at home, and is a fitting memorial to 
a man who dedicated his life to the teaching of chemistry. 

 
“The Bing Boucher Greenhouse” 
Edgar "Bing" Boucher taught at Warren Junior High from 1969 until 1983, 

and at Newton North from 1983 until his retirement in 2003.  Mr. Boucher taught 
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biology to students at all academic levels.  His room was quite literally a zoo, full 
of animals and fish.  Mr. Boucher also supervised the students who ran the 
greenhouse:  the students did all of the work, and then had an end of year plant 
sale to buy materials for the next year.  Mr. Boucher made many students feel 
welcome in these non-traditional classroom spaces.  Naming the greenhouse in 
the new building after Mr. Boucher is a perfect way to remember his legacy.  

 
SECTION EIGHT: OUTSIDE AREA 

On the Walnut street side of the new building is an outside area tucked 
into the U-shaped space formed by the art classrooms, a glass-faced corridor, and 
the performing arts wing.  Various uses have been suggested for this space, 
including an outdoor classroom.  We recommend exploring the possibility of 
using this space to remember students, alumni, or others with trees, memorial 
bricks in a walkway, and/or benches.  If done well, this could be a pleasant and 
contemplative space for members of the Newton North community. 

 
 
 

This report is respectfully submitted to the School Committee on May 19, 2010.
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NAMING COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
 

Jonathan Bassett (Chair)           
History Teacher, History & Social Sciences Department Chair 

 
 
Peter Capodilupo 
 English Teacher, Head Varsity Football Coach 
 
 
Eliana Eskinazi 
 Student, Class of 2010 Class President 
 
 
Thomas Giusti  
 Athletic Director, Physical Education Health and Wellness Department Chair 
 
 
Jennifer Huntington  

Former Principal, Newton resident 
 

 
Jared Kalow 
 Student, class of 2011 
 
 
Peter Vanderwarker  

Community member, parent of alumnae 
 
 
Rhonda Willinger 

Parent of current student 
 

 
Allison Wu  
 Student, class of 2012 
 
 
Todd Young   

Fine and Performing Arts Department Chair 
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FF 
 

05/12/97 
 
 

Newton School Committee 
Policy on Naming School Facilities 

Approved 5/12/97 
 
The Newton School Committee shall have the authority to name newly 
constructed schools and may, at its discretion, rename existing schools.  It shall 
also have the authority to name/rename individual school buildings, rooms, or 
areas.  Upon notifying the School Committee of its intent to do so, a special 
committee formed at the local school level may also name an individual room or 
area. 
 
Guidelines 
 

• Facilities (i.e. schools, buildings, rooms, areas) shall be named after 
persons, geographical locations, or geographical landmarks. 

 
• When considering names of persons, preference is to be given to those 

having had substantial impact upon the education of Newton's children.  
However, this is not to preclude consideration of names of persons of 
local, state, national, or international achievement. 

 
• Names of persons currently employed by the City of Newton shall not be 

considered. 
 
• When undertaken at the local school level (rooms and areas only), the 

naming process must be carried out by a special committee formed by the 
local School Council and PTO and inclusive of staff, students, parents, 
and community.  The process must be open and allow a reasonable time 
frame for considering options. 

 
 
Procedure 
 
1. Individual rooms or areas may be named by a special committee formed 

at the local school level (see Guidelines) upon notifying the School 
Committee of its intent to do so.  If the room or area is part of a new 
addition or major renovation, or if the room or area already bears a name, 
permission to proceed with a naming process must be granted by a vote 
of the School Committee, which may also elect to hold a public hearing 
prior to granting permission.   
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2. A naming/renaming process carried out by a local special committee shall 

adhere to the above Guidelines.  Upon selecting a name, a special 
committee shall notify the School Committee of its decision and 
demonstrate adherence to School Committee guidelines and procedures 
via a written report.   The name shall be given final approval by a vote of 
the School Committee. 

 
3. The School Committee may, at its discretion, decide to name a new 

school facility or rename an existing facility (i.e. schools, buildings, rooms, 
areas).  In the case of individual rooms or areas, it may request that a 
special committee be formed at the local school level (see Guidelines) to 
carry out the naming process. 

 
4. The intent of the School Committee to name/rename a facility and the date 

on which a final vote will be taken shall be publicly announced by the 
Chair at a regularly scheduled meeting.  The announcement shall be 
made no less than three regularly scheduled School Committee meetings 
prior to the final vote, which shall also be scheduled for a regular meeting. 

 
5. At the public announcement, the community shall be encouraged to 

submit suggested facility names and brief support statements to the Chair.  
It shall be made clear that submissions shall be accepted up until two 
regularly scheduled meetings prior to the final vote and that submissions 
will be accepted in writing only. 

 
6. Two regularly scheduled meetings prior to the final vote, the Chair shall 

declare the period for submissions closed and announce the list of 
submitted names.   

 
7. At least one public hearing shall be scheduled prior to taking the final vote. 

 
 

 
 


